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equilibrium. In the same way the stress at-every point of the rod between the rings B and C is equivalent to a single resultant P2 acting along some other straight line B'G', and so on for every portion of the rod lying between contiguous rings. These straight lines may be called the lines of pressure. We shall suppose the forces F19 JP2, &c. when positive to be pulling forces, so that for instance the action of AP on PB is equivalent to the force F1 acting in the direction B'A'.
The stress forces at points one on each side of any ring, as B, being F1 and jP2, it follows that the pressure on the ring B is the resultant of F^ acting along B'A' and JP2 reversed and thus made to act along B'C'. The pressure at B therefore acts along B'B, and this line is a normal to the rod at B.
Let us consider the equilibrium of any portion BP of the rod, where P is a point between B and C. Let \j/ be the angle the tangent PH makes with B'C', and let B'C' be the axis of £. Let 77 be the perpendicular distance of P from that axis. Let L, T, U be the stress couple, tension and shear at P. Then
Taking moments about P for the portion BP we have —=K i~=F2-rj  ......(2).
Multiplying both sides by sin \j/ — d-rj/ds and integrating, we find - 2K cos \f/=F2rp 4- C. This result may be written in the form
2KF2cos^+Fft^=:I.................................(3),
where I is a constant for the portion BP of the rod. We notice that in this equation JF2 cos ^ *s tne tension and F#i the stress couple at the point P.
A similar equation holds for each portion of the rod which lies between contiguous rings. If P move along the rod and pass through the ring C, the tension and stress couple undergo no sudden changes of value, though the shear is altered discontinuously. It follows that JF2 cos ^ and F#i are the same on both sides of C and that therefore I is the same for both portions of the rod. The constant I has therefore the same value throughout the whole length of the rod.
If one extremity of the rod is free, let A be the ring nearest the free end. The tension and the stress couple at A are therefore zero; hence, by equation (3) the value of I is zero. In this case, since the stress at A is reduced to the shear only, the line of pressure between the rings A and B is the normal at A.
Since p cos ^= (ds/dif/) (dj-jds) = d^d\j/, we have by (2) d% ___ K cos \l/ __        K cos \l/
d\p       F27)        (I-2jKF2cos^)*...........................
where £ is measured positively opposite to the direction of F%. Putting ^=TT- 20, we reduce this to the difference of two elliptic integrals,
(1 - c2 sin- Oft ' where i2 = 1 + 2KF.2 and c2i2=4KF2.
44. To show that these results supply a sufficient number of equations, let us suppose, as an example, that both ends of the rod are free and that it has been made to pass through five small rings at A, B, C, D, E.
Beginning at the ring At the line of pressure A'B' is the normal at A\ let 6 be the angle it makes with any fixed straight line in the plane of the rings. Taking ABf as the axis of £ and A as origin, the coordinates of B, viz. £, ij, are known functions of 6. The equations (3) and (4) give £, 97, in terms of ^ and Flt the constant in (4) being determined from the condition that when £ = 0 the value of ^ is known, viz. in this case ^ is a right angle. Equating these two values of £ aud rj
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